
SERMON:   November 15: Thanksgiving Sunday  

  

Matthew 25:14-30 

“If the only prayer you said was thank you, that would be enough.”    

I love this encouraging word from Meister Eckhardt a mediaeval German theologian.   

“If the only prayer you said was thank you, that would be enough.”    

Think about it! The truly grateful person – the person who receives with thanks has 

an open heart and a smile. There is humility in saying thankyou because we 

recognise the thoughtfulness and good will of the giver  - we know that what they 

have given us is not to be  taken for granted or received as an entitlement or even as 

a reward but as a  gift freely given out of generosity. Being thankful is about what we 

have received - not what we lack.  

And in Jesus story the talent  that the master gives even to the third servant  is 

extremely generous…. a gift which would have been beyond his imagination.   

A talent in Jesus’ day was a coin of money worth around 6,000 denarii – one denarii 

was a day’s living wage. This means that the third servant buried 15-16 years worth 

of wages for safety’s sake.  That’s a huge amount not to use in any way.               

And the first servant   received 5 talents = more than a lifetime’s worth of wages = 

about $5 million dollars in today’s terms.  

The master in this parable is an extremely rich and powerful and generous man   - 

and  he entrusts it all  to his servants over a long period of time.  

In other words the servants are given this huge opportunity  to enjoy their Master’s 

wealth and to live in it faithfully  - In a way they already participate in the life of the 

master.   

Money is a potent force – it buys enormous power and influence and it was no less 

so in Jesus ‘ day. Those  who had little money  were at the mercy of those who did.  

The way it usually worked was that a man who owned more property than he could 



work, employed loyal servants who looked after it. The servants made their living by 

adding to the wealth of their owner and taking a cut  -  

This was often done by extracting money from poor farmers.   The wealthy made 

loans to the poor farmers so they could plant their crops. If their harvest didn’t pay off 

the loan,  their farms were confiscated and so the wealthy elite grew richer and the 

poor farmers became labourers dependent on the owner for work.  

What  is Jesus on about here?  In the scriptures God is always there for the poor, so 

the people listening to Jesus would have been wondering- is God really like  a 

fabulously rich property-owner who got there by exploiting  this terribly unjust 

system?  

For  us after the banking royal commission and the behaviour of some of our richest 

citizens, to hear Jesus talking in terms of vast sums of money and questionable 

processes sounds scandalous. Making our money work for us of course is not bad in 

itself  – but Why is Jesus talking this way? 

 

Jesus is the master story-teller. He uses pictures from the everyday world to talk 

about God and God’s ways in  the kingdom of heaven  – And here  Jesus  uses what 

people understand in the financial world around them to talk about the power of the 

life-giving Spirit of God when it is set loose in the world and in our lives.  

Vast sums of money buy influence but even more powerful is the  unimaginable and  

irresistible force of God’s  love and grace when  we receive it and invest it and allow 

it to flow through us to work in the world. In the parable,  the talents given to the 

servants represent millions of dollars : The  money comes out of the enterprising 

activity of the master   -  it represents what God is already doing in the world.   

It’s the power we see in the Spirit-filled Jesus  to transform lives – power to heal the 

sick, to make the blind to see, the deaf to hear and the lame to walk.. It is the power 

that calms storms– and even raises the dead.   The life-giving activity of God which 

is the kingdom of heaven is potent  - it achieves things – And Jesus entrusts it to us!  

And listen!  What does the master say to the first two servants who use and invest 

their talents and double  their returns? “Enter the joy of your master.”    

Jesus’ followers have travelled with Jesus  witnessing his ministry transforming 

people’s lives  - they have seen the joy of the kingdom  of heaven  - the joy of their 



master as he healed and taught and welcomed the children and fed the hungry.   

They have glimpsed what it means to be filled with the Spirit and live in relationship  

with God.  

Jesus is the master who invites his followers into the unimagineable riches of  the 

great love of God that breaks through every barrier and shakes mountains  and 

redeems sinners  - and like the master in his story, Jesus continues to offer it to them  

to cherish and to share and invest and to grow.    In effect the  first two servants 

have already experienced the joy of their master.  

 

But what about the third servant?   I don’t know about you, but I have always thought 

that the judgment upon the third servant is very harsh. If we think in terms of money, 

is the third servant not  simply being careful and prudent? Is he not harmless when 

he buries his talent? At least he didn’t do any damage. The first and second servants 

could have lost everything.  

And that is true… but if we read this parable as a story of invitation to enter the joy of 

the master and that Master is Jesus then there is a problem.  You see by definition  

loving and grace  involves risks. Love gives itself  to the other – Grace forgives.    

The problem for the third servant is that is that he did not accept the Master’s  

invitation to live in his gift of abundance. When  Jesus talks about “weeping and 

gnashing of teeth” it is not so much a threat as a statement of the reality that when 

we do not use what we have been given  - when we suppress  the power of the 

God’s Spirit and try to bury it, then  we will weep for the lost opportunities.   

The joy of the master is the joy of self-giving and sharing out of abundance. It is 

visiting the sick and the imprisoned, clothing the naked, welcoming the stranger and 

feeding the hungry and the thirsty.   

As Jesus promised his disciples in Chapter 19, “everyone who has left houses or 

brothers or sisters or father or mother or children or fields, for my name’s sake , will 

receive a hundredfold and will inherit eternal life”. Living out Jesus’ teachings which 

is part of our mission statement  here in Blacktown Uniting Church,  is living  the gift 

of abundance  entrusted to us by Jesus our Lord and Master.  If we try to save 

ourselves out of fear, we lose everything.    



The reality is that the power of God cannot  be stifled   or contained or controlled or 

claimed simply for ourselves.  God’s transforming power  is  not limited within the 

boundaries we may want to put around ourselves. It bursts through into unexpected 

places and surprises us with amazing riches.  

This has not been the year we expected. We may not feel very powerful or inclined 

to take risks –  In fact caring for each other has often involved the strange 

circumstance of staying away from one another and wearing masks. The shock has 

been closing the church building and suspending activities and opening very 

carefully. In many ways I feel like the third servant  - cautious. It’s easy to focus on 

what we can’t do.  

During this pandemic it has felt vulnerable and “out there” to be leading worship 

online  - Yet amazing things are happening:  Our walls have been pierced.  Now we 

welcome you  who gather for video worship via YouTube – and it is not just for a 

season. Worship on line and Zoom meetings  is an opportunity that  brings people 

together across denominations and borders and the  globe.  

It has offered  a whole new set of possibilities and skills in which to invest.  Many of 

us who cannot physically get to the church building can now attend worship. If you 

want to know more about spirituality and the church you can visit on line. You  can 

enter our church building from your home  at the time that works for you  while the 

church in turn can share the good news of the overflowing grace of God  into an ever 

widening  community. The physical walls are coming down and the gift of abundance 

which is power of the Holy Spirit -  the presence of God - continues to burst through 

and keep us and empower us and show us new ways to be the church in changing 

times.   

Finally:  Jesus  is also the master who goes away and returns  and that means we 

are accountable for what he has entrusted to us. It’s this mixture of grace and 

judgement.  

Jesus told this story just before he died on the cross yet  he returned  as the risen 

Lord who defeated the power of sin and death.  Later he left to go to his Father in 

heaven … but he will return. When? We do not know.      

Two servants grasped their opportunity and lived faithfully in their Master’s 

superabundance using their talents  and heard the words “Well done faithful and 

trustworthy servant. … enter into the joy of your master.”   

The third also received abundantly  - remember a talent was 15 years wages -  yet 

out of fear and a spirit that focussed upon what he lacked, he  buried himself in a 

place where there was no joy  - only darkness and regret.  

Friends, today we are invited to be the church boldly and bring our gifts out of the 

superabundance of what we have been given in Jesus Christ.  And if we do it with a 

thankful heart ………… It will be enough.   

Rev’d Laurel Barr        15th November, 2020 


